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General information

 Copyright
© All rights reserved. Apart from the legally laid down exceptions, no part of 
this publication may be reproduced, stored in an automated databank, or made 
public in any shape or form, be it electronically, mechanically, by photocopying, 
filming, or in any other manner, without prior written permission from Prodim 
International BV in Helmond (NL). 

Disclaimer
The influence of the operator on the measuring process is dominant, thus making 
him fully responsible for accuracy and safety.  While using the Proliner he must  
ensure that:
No one is allowed near the cable or the control box while the pen is in use. A 
broken cable or dropped pen can cause rapid and unpredictable retraction of 
the cable which can severely injure anyone it might contact.

We advise to make control measurements once in a while to ensure accuracy. 
The Proliner is a precision measuring machine.  Let only trained personnel  
work with the Proliner. Do not use the Proliner in areas where there is a lot of  
construction work.  

Proliner® is a registered brand name of Prodim International BV.
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1. Prodim Stairs

With the Prodim Stairs software a staircase can be measured with ease, simply following the guided software and using 
the check and finish options. A 3D staircase will be divided in threads and risers and projected as separated 2D parts. 
Using this solution measuring a staircase doesn’t take hours; within several minutes this job can be done.

1.1 The Stairs solution
There are two versions of the stairs solution:
•	 Stairs software standard
•	   Stairs software check 

With the standard stairs software a staircase can be measured following the guided steps. After the measurement the 
software will automatically finish the drawing. The measurement and thread shapes can be altered within the software 
using the CAD drawing functions. After the measurement and altering, the files can be exported in DXF and PDF format.

With the extra check software the same can be done as in the standard version, but with this software there is also the 
possibility to check and optimize the staircase. The software gives recommendations on optimizing and can also check 
the measurement on building regulations or preset options set by the user.

This manual is written for both stairs solutions. Some of the options are only available in the Stairs software check.
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2. Stairs measuring protocol

Step by step information and guidance for measuring a staircase.

2.1 Getting started
The following is needed for measuring staircases:
•	 Prodim Proliner or Prodim Laser
•	  Remote
•	  Batteries or power supply
•	  USB-stick

* Also a tripod can be very handy, but is not necessary for measuring a staircase.

2.2 Setting up
Before starting a measurement, setting up the device is a very important part. Always check the range of the machine 
and reachability of the points that have to be measured.

In this case a concrete staircase will be used as an example.

Place the measuring device and check the reachability and the 
range. In this case there aren’t many obstacles, so setting up the 
machine isn’t a big problem. Just place it in front of the stair-
case; all the points can be reached and there is no interference 
with the wire.
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2. Stairs measuring protocol

2.3 Starting the measurement
After having placed the device correctly the 
measurement can be started. The stairs solution uses 
the same menu as being used in all other solutions. 

The familiar opening screen of the Prodim Proliner, 
choose “measure” for the next step.

The same applies for managing and making projects 
and files. For the stairs solution, an extra button is 
added at the right side of the screen. Choose “stairs” for 
measuring stairs.

Always check the settings. The stairs software contains 
fewer settings than the standard version. Compensation 
can be used as in normal measurements. For the 
projection there are 3 options:

•	 First contour
•	 First contour with Z
•	 Horizontal (level)

After choosing the settings, select start and begin 
measuring.
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2. Stairs measuring protocol

2.4 Measuring the stairs
The most important part of the job is the measurement itself.
For this solution a  “guided measurement system”  is implemented. 
This means there is a fixed way of measuring a staircase. There are always 5 simple steps to follow:

•	 Measure three or more points on the floor (blue). After measuring these points, 
      the projection is set and the height is recorded for the starting point of the stairs.

•	 Measure wall A or side A (red). The staircase contains two sides; within these sides the threads are placed.

•	 Measure wall B or side B (green). The same applies as for wall A or side A.

•	 Measure the front of the step (purple). Two points or more are needed for the direction.

•	 Measure the top of the step (yellow dots). One or more points are needed for the height. 

•	 Repeat the last two steps until all the steps are measured
      (the last step is the same as the next floor or level).

The images show the points that need to be taken for the 
measurement:

Light Blue line: Three points or more on the floor.

Red line (wall A): Two points in this case.

Dark Blue line (wall B): Also two points in this case.

Black line: Two points are measured at the front of the step.

Black X: One point is measured on the edge of the top of 
the step. In that way the steps above the Proliner can also be 
measured without leaping the device. 

FRONT

TOP
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2. Stairs measuring protocol

After calibrating the machine, the first step is measuring the floor. 
While measuring, the below information can be seen on the screen. 

Step one: Take a point on the floor and press the • button on the remote. A single point will appear in the screen as 
shown on the left image above. After taking two or more points press the ••• button to go to the next step.

Step two: Take a point in the beginning of wall A or side A and press the • button on the remote. A single point will 
appear for the start of wall A or side A. Depending on how the side is shaped, two or more points are needed for 
measuring this wall or side. After wall A or side A is measured, push the ••• button to go to the next step.
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2. Stairs measuring protocol 

Step three: The same sequence is needed for measuring wall B or side B. It doesn’t matter where the measurement 
starts. In this case, wall B or side B is measured from the top of the stairs back down to the beginning. In the screen, the 
two walls or sides and the three points on the floor are visible. After measuring wall B or side B, press the ••• button to 
go to the next step.

Step four: Measure the front of step 1. To determine where the front is located, two or more points must be measured. 
It doesn’t matter where the points are taken. It is also possible to take these on the riser, for example. Take the points 
with the • button on the remote. First a single dot will appear, like in the steps before. Taking another point will create 
a line and will show the front of the step, but also the shape and the direction. After the front is measured press the ••• 
button to go to the next step.
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2. Stairs measuring protocol 

Step	five:	Measure	the	top	of	step	1.	Take	one	or	more	points	(depending	on	the	surface	of	the	step)	and	press	the	•	but-
ton on the remote. A single dot will appear and shows the top of the step. It is not necessary to take points in the middle 
of the step; just taking points on the edge is sufficient to determine the height of the step. After measuring the top of 
the step press the ••• button to go to step four in which the next step will be measured.

Step four and step five: The same as in measuring step 1 applies to the measurement of step 2. Again, take points in 
front of step one, press the ••• button and measure the top of step 2. In the bottom of the screen is always shown what 
to do and which step is being measured. The guidance will guide through the whole measurement.
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2. Stairs measuring protocol 

After repeating step 4 and 5 for all the steps, the end result will look as shown in the image above. The Stairs software 
also contains an edit function to edit the measurement. By editing, lines can be extended or drawn, some checks can 
be done, etc. Moreover, there is an option to identify lines and dots. It can happen that during the measuring, a step, for 
example, was forgotten to be measured. Errors like this can be checked on the screen and can also be edited.

After editing and identifying lines (if necessary), settings can be filled in for checking and a walk line can be placed. 
Depending on using the check option, a walk line must be defined. Always choose the inner corner of the stairs side to 
offset the walk line. Because the stair in this case is straight, the walk line can be placed on both sides. In almost every 
country in the world the standard offset is 300 millimeters. The settings and values can be checked by pressing the 
wrench icon in the top of the screen and select the tab “Stairs”. In this menu, there is an option to generate sketches for 
risers, making, optimizing and checking an ideal staircase on top of the measured stair and / or not fitting the first riser. 
In many cases the first riser differs in height compared to the rest.
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3. Check after measuring

After the measurement is done and the editing of the measurement is completed, choose “next” to go to the menu 
“Check”. In this menu a staircase can be fitted on top of the measured data. Optimizing and finishing is done in this menu.

3.1 Model

In the menu “Model” a simplified cross-cut of a rough staircase is shown. 
In this menu the following can be done:

•	 Check the average going and rise; these options are also recommended.

•	  If there is no floor yet, but there is information about the thickness, floor offset can be chosen for the first riser.

•	  Water can be an issue for stairs outside. Inclination of the stairs can solve the problem of draining water. 
 With the option “Tread inclination”, degrees or height can be set.

•	  The riser position can be chosen between “on tread” or “on concrete” (measured stairs).

•	 Moreover, the image contains several boxes to set the thickness of materials, overhang, the going and rise, 
 and one of the most important values, the glue margins. The mortar or glue which is being used for fitting 
 the new parts on the staircase can be used to optimize the stairs in total.

•	 In the “top view” tab the riser and tread are shown. In this menu offsets can be given to the width of the parts.  
Sometimes a bigger margin is needed for fitting the stairs, for example.

It is possible to “play” with all the values in the model. 
Moreover, the basic design as well as the way of fitting can be selected. 
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3. Check after measuring

3.2 Check

The “Check” menu is probably the most important part. All values and the measured information, including the 
information added in the model menu, can be checked in this menu. In this case the measurement is done, the 
information has been entered, and the new staircase fits into the preset margins and values. Moreover, the staircase 
doesn’t conflict with the values. If there are problems, red crosses will be shown and the respective number can be 
checked. Using the model menu in combination with the check menu, the staircase can be completed in an optimized 
way. If the staircase is in such a bad shape (faulty build) that it is impossible to make an optimized stair within “normal 
margins”, the option to not optimize the stairs is always available in the settings. Whether this is possible or not can also 
be shown to the customer.

3.3 Finish
In the menu “Finish” the top-view of the stairs is visible. 
In addition, all the CAD functions are available, making 
it possible to alter a thread, to make a different shape for 
the first step, e.g. Measuring can be done for checking. 
Everything that will be changed in this menu will be 
used as end result in the “report” menu. In the “Finish” 
menu, the profile of a step and such can be chosen. This 
menu is literally meant for finishing the shape of the 
stairs.
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3. Check after measuring

3.4 Report

After editing in the “model” menu, checking and finishing in the “finish” menu, the report function shows the end result. 
All treads and risers can be checked one by one. Some sketches or extra information can be added in the separate file 
by using the pencil symbol. In the exploded view the complete staircase is shown. When clicking on a single part, the 
tread or riser will be selected. It is also possible to move the separate parts and play with it.

The tab “Overview” gives an overview of all the files. In this overview DXF, PDF page en Exploded view can be chosen. 
Off course, a bigger staircase can have many separate files. Time can be saved by using the button “Change selection”, 
selecting all PDF files, DXF files and / or Explorer view files at once. For making a PDF with all the separate parts in it, it is 
necessary to select all the parts that are needed.
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3. Check after measuring

After selecting the information that is needed, project information, measurement information and a disclaimer with a 
signature (client) can be added to the file. In this way, all the information that is needed can be found in the same file. 

The PDF page will start with the overview shown on the first page. The second page will show the complete check 
overview of the staircase, containing the information that can be used for actual fitting the stairs on the job. If all the 
information is correct, the file can be closed and saved. The file can be transferred to a USB-stick in order to view the 
file on a computer. A measurement can always be opened afterwards. Checking and optimizing can be done any time.   
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4. New projection settings 

A new option on the Proliner which is also included in the stairs software is the projection setting: 
First contour, Z-level in second contour.

Before measuring, choose the projection option “first contour” in the settings. Below there will be a check box “Z-level 
in second contour”. Mark this box too. As usually, the measurement starts with defining a plane with 3 points. Select 3 
points on any suitable surface, press the ● button on the remote. After picking the first plane, press the ●●●  button. 
The next step will be defining the height (Z-level) of the plane. Pick a point on the starting height, and press the ● 
button. Now the plane and the height are defined. After this, the measurement will continue as being described in 
paragraph 2.4.

In this way, a nice level plane can be picked anywhere and used for measurement. Thanks to this function, the state of 
the floor does not matter nor are hard to reach points a big problem. 

There is also a choice to use Horizontal projection. In this case the level of the device will be used to project the measured 
information. It is also a way to check the level of the stairs. 
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